
Characters D6 / Captain Lagret (Human ISB Supervisor)

Name: Captain Lagret

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Gray

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Light

DEXTERITY: 2D+2

        Blaster: 5D+2

        Brawling Parry: 4D+2

        Dodge: 4D+1

        Vehicle Weapons: 4D

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

        Alien species: 5D+1

        Bureaucracy: 5D+2

        Cultures: 4D

        Intimidation: 4D+2

        Planetary Systems: 5D+2

        Tactics: 5D

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Bargain: 4D+1

        Command: 5D+2

        Investigation: 4D+2

        Persuasion: 4D+2

        Search: 5D

STRENGTH: 2D+1

        Brawling 3D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Communications: 4D+2

        Repulsorlift Operation: 3D+2

        Space Transports: 2D+2

TECHNICAL: 3D

        Computer Programming: 5D

        First Aid: 4D

        Security: 6D+2

Move: 10

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 1

Character Points: 6



Equipment:

        Imperial uniform, Blaster Pistol (4D), Commlink, Imperial Code Cylinders

Description: Captain Lagret was a human male who served in the Galactic Empire's Imperial Security

Bureau as a supervisor. In 5 BBY, he reported at a meeting on the planet Coruscant that a conflict on

Arvala-Six had diminished enough for mining to resume, but was chastised by Major Partagaz for

ongoing storage issues with those displaced by the conflict and a unfinished memorandum that the

supervisor was meant to have completed. Lagret made the excuse that he was waiting on Arvala-Six's

ministerial director, but this prompted Partagaz to make a speech about the purpose of the bureau and

then tell Lagret that the memorandum would be reassigned.

Biography

Lagret was a human male who held the role of ISB Supervisor and the rank of captain within the Imperial

Security Bureau during the reign of the Galactic Empire. He was responsible for overseeing Arvala-Six,

where a conflict was taking place. In 5 BBY, the conflict diminished enough that mining was able to

resume on occupied land, which Lagret viewed as a positive development; however, there was still

ongoing storage issue with those displaced by the conflict. The supervisor was required to write a

memorandum of recommendations on how to deal with this issue, but it remained unfinished while his

staff awaited an assessment from Arvala-Six's ministerial director.

The memorandum was still unfinished when Lagret attended a meeting of supervisors in a bureau

building on the planet Coruscant. The resumption of mining on Arvala-Six came up as an item on the

meeting's agenda, with Major Partagaz questioning Lagret on the development and pointing out that he

still had not completed his recommendations. When Lagret attempted to explain that his staff were

waiting for the director, Partagaz sarcastically commented on the excellent job they had done so far.

When Lagret failed to respond, the major asked him what they did at the bureau, but the supervisor was

confused by the question.

Partagaz opened it up to the wider room, allowing Lieutenant Dedra Meero to provide a verbatim portion

of the Imperial Security Bureau mission statement, but the major declared this incorrect, instead stating

that the bureau's purpose was identifying symptoms and treating the "sickness" of disorder within the

Empire. Lagret claimed to understand what Partagaz meant by this, but the major told him to no longer

worry about the memorandum as it would be reassigned.

Lagret and the other supervisors were later summoned back to the meeting room alongside numerous

other staff after the Imperial payroll for an entire sector was stolen from an Imperial installation on the

planet Aldhani. Partagaz informed the room that they would not be going home and should let their staff

and families know, ordering that every Star Sector and Planetary Emergency Retaliation plan in the

building to be ready for presentation by midnight.

Personality and traits

Lagret believed his item on the meeting agenda was a positive development, but was confused after



Partagaz chastized him over the memorandum and then asked him the purpose of the bureau, mistaking

the question as one about Arvala-Six. When the major told him that the memorandum would be

reassigned, the supervisor looked in dismay to Supervisor Lonni Jung, who was sat next to him. Lagret

had balding gray hair, blue eyes, and light skin.

Equipment

Lagret wore a white Imperial officer's uniform with a code cylinder on each shoulder and a rank insignia

plaque with four blue squares. 
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